
APRESENTAÇÃO TÉCNICA



QUEM SOMOS?
Junto com o Grupo JRC, há 35 anos, oferecemos soluções
completas e customizadas de acordo com a necessidade
dos clientes.

MISSÃO
Atuar com excelência e agilidade na prestação de
serviços em telecomunicação, fazendo com que os
nossos clientes prefiram os nossos produtos, garantindo
total satisfação, resultados e a sustentabilidade do negócio.

VISÃO
Atuar com excelência e agilidade na prestação de
serviços em telecomunicação, fazendo com que os
nossos clientes prefiram os nossos produtos, garantindo
total satisfação, resultados e a sustentabilidade do negócio.

VALORES
• Os mais altos padrões com simplicidade;
• Comunicação clara e precisa;
• Gerenciamento em equipe, consistente e focado;
• Altamente focado em resultados. 



ONDE ESTAMOS
LOCALIZADOS?

Nossa sede está localizada na
Av. Iraí, 300 - Moema – São Paulo - SP

FILIAIS
Santana de Parnaíba

São José do Rio Preto

Orlando, Florida



Nossa sede está localizada na Av. Iraí, 300 – Moema – São Paulo - SP

ARQUITETURA
DA SOLUÇÃO
JRC Contact Center







TELA  PADRÃO DO AGENTE - VOZ
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



TELA  PADRÃO DO AGENTE -
CHAT
JRC  OMNICHANNEL 



TELA  PADRÃO DO AGENTE - EMAIL
JRC  OMNICHANNEL 



PLATAFORMAS CHATS INTEGRADAS
JRC OMNICHANNEL

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Client API comments:CRM clients  - these can be integrated with Sytel’s agent desktop with minimal effort – A zero code integration is possible for native web clients.Agent Interfaces – customers who want to take control of the agent experience can do so and there is a detailed API for multisession control.Custom Data/Management clients – if customers need to build custom business rules for data selection, or want to simplify queue and campaign data setup, custom clients can be fashioned either from the existing SCC client code, which uses Sytel’s published APIs, or this can be built from scratch.ASD® config integration – if customers have specialized queueing and routing needs based on BI specific to their industry, the SCC config model is extensible to allow storage of other metadata. This ties in to options for scripted route and queue decisions. A cohesive, bespoke solution for specific customer needs can be put together rapidly without expensive consulting charges.Server-side integration comments:The server-side APIs all translate into Sytel’s real-time ASD control protocol, SDMP. Different presentations of the API allow for server-side programming using technology of the partner/customer’s choice. Whichever API mechanism is used, the underlying transport is HTTP or HTTP over SSL, which enables secure and reliable cloud deployment.



TELA DO AGENTE – INTEGRAÇÃO CRM SISCOBRA
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



TELA DO AGENTE – INTEGRAÇÃO SALES FORCE
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



CADASTRO GERAL:CAMPANHAS  + FILAS
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



Cadastro Geral:
Usuarios + Endpoints (e-mail, WhatsApp,Voz, sms e chat)



Cadastro Geral:
Motivos da pausa











JRC Contact 
Center

Distribuidor
Automático de Sessão

(ASD®)

Rubens

Jacqueline

Leonardo

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
With SCC 10.7, agents are able to handle multiple sessions.  In this example you can see how an agent might be delivered a webchat, a phone call or text based media such as Facebook chat.SCC will distribute calls to the agents based on their availability.  An agent may be configured in several ways:Mix of media types – you can see John is handling only webchat whilst Jane and Jim are handling various types.Max sessions: you can see here that John and Jim can handle max 4 sessions while Jane is limited to 3.  This might be because Jane is less experienced.Sending the right media to each agent; SCC can have complex rules that select the right agent based on the circumstances.  Let’s look at what happened in this case.John was handling three webchat sessions.  He is obviously skilled at this so the next webchat that came in went to him.Jim was handling social media and email, but a phone call came in, and both Jane and John were occupied (John with four chats and Jane with a voice session – she can’t easily take a second), so this voice call was passed to Jim.You can also see that Jane was handling a phone call but further text media types came in.  John and Jim were both busy so those sessions were passed to her.



SLA ExceededSLA Normal

JRC Contact 
Center

Distribuidor
Automático de Sessão

(ASD®)

Agente selecionado para 
blending, baseado no skill 

e SLA

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Multimedia Blending builds on what we have for call blending, to extend blending architecture to all media types, both voice and non-voice.  Multimedia blending helps to manage SLA’s on different activities, relative to one another. In this example, when an SLA on a queue is breached, it’s possible to take an agent from elsewhere to manage the session; this is controlled by a comprehensive rules set.



Agente

Cliente

Cliente

Cliente

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Sytel’s Agent Desktop allows a contact centre agent to handle multiple sessions simultaneously. You can see in this example that several web chat sessions are being handled by a single agent thanks to Sytel’s Agent Desktop application. Firstly our customer’s conversation is fed through to our agent . Then two other callers connect and are fed through to the agent. Fergus is using Sytel’s multisession Agent Desktop so he can handle them individually. Sytel Scripter is used to generate the customer specific information in the right pane which gives our agent information about each of the persons who have contacted him.When the call or chat reaches an end the agent can used the Agent Desktop outcomes button to select an outcome for each conversation.When he provides the outcome he may go back into a ‘waiting’ state to await the next inbound call or chat.



Gestão Inteligente – Real time

• Total Possibilidade de customizar real-time e relatórios  históricos
• Apresenta Widgets para montar o seu  dashboard
• Apresenta dados das sessões Multimedia
• Pode compartilhar 
• Aplicação Web
• Pode ser apresentado em  tablets



DASHBOARD
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



DASHBOARD
JRC  OMNICHANNEL



Criando um script IVR (URA)
Os scripts IVR são criados usando a ferramenta de design de arrastar e soltar dentro
do Softdial Scripter™. Para criar um script, o usuário simplesmente arrasta blocos
lógicos apropriados, ou 'passos', para a área de design e os conecta para formar um
fluxo.

SCIPT IVR ( URA)

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Client API comments:CRM clients  - these can be integrated with Sytel’s agent desktop with minimal effort – A zero code integration is possible for native web clients.Agent Interfaces – customers who want to take control of the agent experience can do so and there is a detailed API for multisession control.Custom Data/Management clients – if customers need to build custom business rules for data selection, or want to simplify queue and campaign data setup, custom clients can be fashioned either from the existing SCC client code, which uses Sytel’s published APIs, or this can be built from scratch.ASD® config integration – if customers have specialized queueing and routing needs based on BI specific to their industry, the SCC config model is extensible to allow storage of other metadata. This ties in to options for scripted route and queue decisions. A cohesive, bespoke solution for specific customer needs can be put together rapidly without expensive consulting charges.Server-side integration comments:The server-side APIs all translate into Sytel’s real-time ASD control protocol, SDMP. Different presentations of the API allow for server-side programming using technology of the partner/customer’s choice. Whichever API mechanism is used, the underlying transport is HTTP or HTTP over SSL, which enables secure and reliable cloud deployment.



SCRIPT DE CHAT

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Client API comments:CRM clients  - these can be integrated with Sytel’s agent desktop with minimal effort – A zero code integration is possible for native web clients.Agent Interfaces – customers who want to take control of the agent experience can do so and there is a detailed API for multisession control.Custom Data/Management clients – if customers need to build custom business rules for data selection, or want to simplify queue and campaign data setup, custom clients can be fashioned either from the existing SCC client code, which uses Sytel’s published APIs, or this can be built from scratch.ASD® config integration – if customers have specialized queueing and routing needs based on BI specific to their industry, the SCC config model is extensible to allow storage of other metadata. This ties in to options for scripted route and queue decisions. A cohesive, bespoke solution for specific customer needs can be put together rapidly without expensive consulting charges.Server-side integration comments:The server-side APIs all translate into Sytel’s real-time ASD control protocol, SDMP. Different presentations of the API allow for server-side programming using technology of the partner/customer’s choice. Whichever API mechanism is used, the underlying transport is HTTP or HTTP over SSL, which enables secure and reliable cloud deployment.



• Grava Voz e Tela
• Fácil de acessar as gravações usando browser
• Grava Chat

GRAVAÇÃO DE VOZ



GRAVAÇÃO DE  TELA
JRC OMNICHANNEL

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Version 10.7 of SCC now includes screen recording. This feature allows a supervisor or quality management employee to view a list of recorded calls. These may be audio calls or may be screen recorded calls.You can see in the rear screenshot above the view of an agent’s screen that has been recorded.The screen recording and audio recording are merged so that the supervisor will experience both the screen activity and the agent audio when he is reviewing the recording.Agent’s chat sessions can also be reviewed.















EXEMPLO 1 EXEMPLO 2 EXEMPLO 3

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Client API comments:CRM clients  - these can be integrated with Sytel’s agent desktop with minimal effort – A zero code integration is possible for native web clients.Agent Interfaces – customers who want to take control of the agent experience can do so and there is a detailed API for multisession control.Custom Data/Management clients – if customers need to build custom business rules for data selection, or want to simplify queue and campaign data setup, custom clients can be fashioned either from the existing SCC client code, which uses Sytel’s published APIs, or this can be built from scratch.ASD® config integration – if customers have specialized queueing and routing needs based on BI specific to their industry, the SCC config model is extensible to allow storage of other metadata. This ties in to options for scripted route and queue decisions. A cohesive, bespoke solution for specific customer needs can be put together rapidly without expensive consulting charges.Server-side integration comments:The server-side APIs all translate into Sytel’s real-time ASD control protocol, SDMP. Different presentations of the API allow for server-side programming using technology of the partner/customer’s choice. Whichever API mechanism is used, the underlying transport is HTTP or HTTP over SSL, which enables secure and reliable cloud deployment.








PLATAFORMAS CRM`s INTEGRADAS
JRC OMNICHANNEL

Apresentador
Notas de apresentação
Client API comments:CRM clients  - these can be integrated with Sytel’s agent desktop with minimal effort – A zero code integration is possible for native web clients.Agent Interfaces – customers who want to take control of the agent experience can do so and there is a detailed API for multisession control.Custom Data/Management clients – if customers need to build custom business rules for data selection, or want to simplify queue and campaign data setup, custom clients can be fashioned either from the existing SCC client code, which uses Sytel’s published APIs, or this can be built from scratch.ASD® config integration – if customers have specialized queueing and routing needs based on BI specific to their industry, the SCC config model is extensible to allow storage of other metadata. This ties in to options for scripted route and queue decisions. A cohesive, bespoke solution for specific customer needs can be put together rapidly without expensive consulting charges.Server-side integration comments:The server-side APIs all translate into Sytel’s real-time ASD control protocol, SDMP. Different presentations of the API allow for server-side programming using technology of the partner/customer’s choice. Whichever API mechanism is used, the underlying transport is HTTP or HTTP over SSL, which enables secure and reliable cloud deployment.
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